[Approaches for identifying the functional application of Greek-Roman medical instruments].
Various approaches may be used in attempting to identify ancient medical instruments in cases where documentary or archaeological evidence fails to provide adequate information about their appearance or application, viz.: 1) the etymological approach, which is appropriate when only the instrument's name is known and when this indicates something about its form or function. 2) the philological approach, involving a Constitutio textus, the etymological analysis of the instrument's name and an examination of parallel references. This method is suitable in the case of instruments described in an ancient medical text whose meaning is not completely clear. 3) the philological-technical approach, which attempts an interpretation using the above philological approach supplemented by a consideration of the present-day function of a particular instrument or procedure. 4) the technical approach, which may be useful either when the existence of specific variants of an instrument has already been reliably established by means of appropriate technical terms or archaeological evidence and when the instrument is designated in the next in question only by some generic term, or alternatively when terminological specifications are lacking but the available archaeological evidence points to the existence of variants of an ancient instrument adapted for specific ends. For the purpose of illustration, the approaches described here will be applied to problem cases.